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[June SO (7) (yiyl -yyyi)ix) = f yi(s)yi(s)[F(yl(s),s) -F(y2us)]ds.
By hypothesis (y2yi -yryl)(b)=Q.
The integrand in (7) is positive, however, as long as y2(s)>yi(s) and in particular on some interval (a, a)-because (y2-yi)'(a) >0. In fact, a may be taken as b because the same argument as in Lemma 1 shows that the graphs of y2(x) and yi(x) can not intersect on (a, b). Thus the right side of (7) does not tend to zero as x->Z> -. | Proof of the theorem. The existence of at least one solution of (1) Let (X, p) and ( Y, v) be two compact spaces having regular Borel measures defined on them. By a measurable modification f(x, y) of a function/(x, y) we mean a function measurable in both variables together and for which f(x-) =f(x-) almost everywhere [v] for every x. The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If Y is metric and if f(x, y) has a measurable modification and f(x-) is continuous for almost all x, then f(x, y) is measurable in both variables together.
This theorem was discovered in an effort to prove that the Nelson canonical version [2] is measurable if it has a measurable modification. The theorem would prove this result except for the restriction that Y be metric.
We now prove the theorem; without loss of generality we can assume that f(x-) is continuous for all x. Let f(x, y) be a measurable modification. By Lusin's theorem [l], we can find a compact subset C of XXT on which f(x, y) is continuous and whose measure is greater than 1/2 the total measure oflXK
We 
